“WIND WARRIOR” ROTATING CHIMNEY CAPS

Smoke Problems in the House?
- Sparty, the “Wind Warrior” will take care of it!
- Our Chimney Caps will Rotate to Block the Prevailing Wind Allowing Proper Chimney Venting & Prevention of Backpuffing & Downdraft
- Stainless Steel (304 grade) and Galvanized (26 Gauge) Vents are Sturdy & Long Lasting
- Our Vents will Outlast and Outperform Others
- Perfect for Coastal and Foul Weather Applications
- Perfect for Poor Chimney Drafting and High Wind Environments
- Double Wall and Tile Chimney Adapters Here!
- For Specifications Click Here

Chimney Cap w/ Many Names
- Wind Directional Cap
- Wind Cap, Wind Blocker Top
- Rotational Chimney Cap
- Spartan Cap, Swivel Cap
- Roman Helmet Cap
- Chimney Cowl, 360 Degree Cap
- Weather Vane Cap, High Wind Cap
- Revolving Chimney Cap
- Rooster Tail Chimney Vent
- Backpuffing Prevention Cap
- Foul Weather Cap
- Coastal Chimney Cap

Whatever You Call It… It Works!

Self-Aligning Caps Work!
- Works with Wood Burning Fireplaces, Gas Fireplaces, Gas Appliances, Pellet Stoves and all other exhaust needs
- Swivels to Block Wind & Horizontal Rain & Snow
- Works by Separating Wind Stream & Aligning to Block Wind
- Satisfaction Guaranteed

SPARTY HELPS YOU STOP SMOKING!

Enjoy a Warm Fire without the Smoke!

To Order Visit: www.luxurymetals.com or Phone: 206-406-7346